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内 容 摘 要 
 
我国保险市场不公平交易现象依然突出，投保人诈赔现象时有发生，故诚信










































































Unfair insurance transaction in insurance market is widely existing and the 
insured encounter many illegal trading such as deceit. The current insurance law 
revised on October 28, 2002 and newly the explanation on litigation of insurance 
dispute made by the highest people’s court are emphasizing the Good Faith principle. 
The Good Faith principle is the basic principle in the insurance contract, which 
functions properly if the insured and the insurer carry out it. The dissertation discusses 
the Good Faith duty of the insured in the view of the theory of the Good Faith 
principle ,and puts forward some suggestion to reform. 
The dissertation consists of three chapters except introduction and conclusion. 
chapters one discusses the theoretiacal foundation of the Good Faith principle in 
insurance law. The paper differentiates and analyses the Utmost Good Faith principle 
and the Good Faith principle. Because of the logical and institutional shortcoming and 
the like hoods of misleading, the Utmost Good Faith principle is not suitable with the 
development of insurance. The Good Faith principle is used in all contents of 
insurance, as representation, disclosure, waiver and estoppel, warranty etc.. 
chapters two discusses the Good Faith duties of the insured. Tort of an insurer’s 
bad faith breach of contract is a key task of punishment on the insured delaying or 
refusing to pay. The duty of disclosure comprises the subject of duty, the scope of 
disclosure, violation and liability. The duty of disclosure is limited by three key 
requirements, namely, materiality, known or should-know and exception. The 
warranty in insurance contracts should be restricted. Once deceit is set up, the insurer 
may relieve contract, and claim compensation for the losses. The insured’s continuing 
duty of Good Faith includes paying premium on time, defending insurance, noticing 
dangerous and rescue etc..  
chapters three sets forth the noticeable problem and suggestion in action. This 
paper discusses three problems such as carrying out the Good Faith principle 
improperly by the insured, the judges lack the knowledge of insurance, and several 
problem in action facts or using terms of law or witness .The last part brings forward 
suggestion to solve these problems, which relies on a good system, training and the 
judge’s comprehension of the insurance law . 
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前   言  1
 
前  言 
 
四川人帅英于 1998 年、2000 年两次修改母亲年龄投保两份“康宁终身保险”，
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